
Taking down the Swiftnet 

Almost Just The Opposite Of Putting It Up. 

Step 1 : Take the net bag off the fence and set it near the center of the court. 

Step 2 : Undo the center strap from the boom. Then snap off the net support 
triangle from the boom. ( Please don’t toss the triangle, they can break ). 

Step 3 : Loosen both tightening cords, one at a time. ( Popping them might pop 
the boom out, BANG, not good ) 

Step 4 : Again holding all 3 – the top of the net, the end of the boom and the top 
of the post - with one hand. The other hand will reach to the bottom of the net 
post to release the locking lever, ( Now sometime the lever isn’t locking anything 
but oh well sometime it is and it is good to have that other hand down there 
anyway ). Once the hands are in place carefully lift the net leg off the base post. 
Lay it down and do the other end the same way. CAREFULLY and Lay it down. 

Step 5 : The net “Will” be laying “Flat” before you take the boom out of the end 
caps. Now take the boom out of the caps. Place one end in the empty net bag and 
un expand it. ( putting it in the bag keeps the end from sliding on the abrasive 
cement ). Once it is folded up place it in the bag. 

Step 6 : Fold the net in half and then roll net to the center. ( you go to the center 
not the net coming to you. Less scrapping longer net life. GOOD ) Next put net in 
the bag. Then the triangle and the base post closed and put in the net bag. Zip bag 
and All Done. Wahoo! 

Now if this sounds a bit OCD, what can I say. When I hear things go bang, bang  
and see things go scratch, scratch , I think our really nice nets given to us by a 
really nice lady are getting older sooner then need be.   

BOTTOM LINE, CARE AND RESPECT. THANKS 


